PED114: Education in a changing society

(Revised November 2016, Gry Heggli)

* The reading list consists of two books and several articles. The articles are available online through the University Library (more information about search in databases and electronic journals in the first lecture).

The following two titles are books to be purchased or borrowed:


Reading list autumn 2016

**Sociology of Education**


**History of Education**


7) The Means of Correct Training (Foucault) [16 s]


**Education and Inequality**


5) The forms of Capital (Bourdieu) [14 s]

27) Social Inheritance and Equal opportunity Policies (Esping-Andersen) [11 s]

33) Producing Inequalities: Neo-Liberalism, Neo-Conservatism and the Politics of Educational Reform (Apple) [22 s]


**Globalisation and Education**


*) Introduction: The Prospects for Education: Individualization, Globalization and Social Change. [70 s]

17) Globalization and the Changing Nature of the OECD’s Educational Work (Rizvi and Langard) [14 s]

18) Neo-liberalism, Globalization , Democracy: Challenges for Education (Olsen) [27 s]


**Digital Society and Education**


Diversity and inclusion


http://www.gseis.ucla.edu/faculty/kellner/2009_essays.html [14 s]

NB. Changes in the reading list may occur.